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Hello children,

Can you believe we are onto our third edition of 
the Sunshine and Rainbows magazine? We would 
like to thank all of the children and their grown-

ups who have taken the time to send in 
wonderful pictures and share the fabulous things 
that you have been doing. You are really helping 

to spread a happiness and smiles to us all. 
You are all inspiring each other do take part in 

some wonderful activities. We are all so proud of 
you children. We can see so many of you 
helping your families, showing kindness to 

neighbours and friends, working hard, respecting 
others and showing determination in all of the 

amazing things you do. 

You are our little heroes!

Love From
All of your St Nics Family 

XxxxxxxxxxX









This is the penguin enclosure that Eva has 
designed. The penguin is having lots of fun 
sliding down the iceberg into the water!





Going Wild with Willow!

There will be a lot of dandelions next year as Willow 
and Betsy blew hundreds of the clocks in oaken 
fields. Willow is being exceptionally patient with her 
little sister and learning lots of friendship skills. 

The girls have had 
lots of fun with 
their Daddy on 
Uncle Paul’s farm, 
although only in 
the fields and not 
going to see Uncle 
Paul at the 
moment. 

On April 25th

Willow turned 7. 
We had a mini 
party in the 
garden and 
mummy pushed 
Willow round the 
garden on a royal 
birthday tour!







Ava’s 
Amazing 

Zog!







Daisy the 

Dragon



During the lockdown we made some 

delicious cookies. Here is the recipe!

LOCKDOWN 

COOKIES

Instructions:

1. Combine flour, bicarbonate of soda, cornflour and salt together in a large bowl.

2. In a medium bowl, whisk the softened butter, brown sugar and caster sugar 

together.

3. Whisk in the egg and vanilla extract.

4. Pour the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and combine with a large 

spoon.

5. Fold the chocolate chips into the mix.

6. Cover the dough and place in the fridge for 30 minutes.



7. Preheat oven to 130 degrees Celsius and remove the cookie dough from the fridge.

8. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. Roll the cookie dough into balls (you 

should have around 25-30 balls) – rolling them slightly taller so they do not spread 

too far during. 

9. Bake in the oven for 13 minutes.

10. Take the cookies out of the oven and let them cool for 10 minutes.

11. Enjoy the great cookie taste!

MY REVIEW

“I really loved the cookies 

(shame they’re all gone).

The cookies were so delicious 

to eat, they were so squidgy, 

soft and plush-like!!!

It was so much fun baking 

them (actually, I was more 

tempted to eat them) 

Why was the Cookie so upset?...

A: Because his Mum has been a 

‘Wafer’ so long!!
Get It!?



Star Jumps:

)Start with feet shoulder width apart and arms 
by your side

)Jump out into a star shape

)Return to starting position

)That’s 1 jump - do 15

Plank Jump Ins:

)Start in a push up position

)Jump your feet up towards your hands

)Jump your feet back 

)That’s 1 - do 10

Squats:

)Start with arms out with palms facing the floor

)Bend at the knees to go into a squat position, keep 
your back as straight as you can

)Use your legs to push back up into a standing 
position

)That’s 1 - do 20

To finish, do some running on 
the spot.
Then dribble a ball in and out 
between some cones or 
markers, make sure you use 
both feet!!



Book Review of
Amelia Fang and the Half Moon Holiday
By Laura Ellen Anderson

The book is Part of a series based on the character Amelia Fang 
who is half vampire and half fairy.  It is really funny and silly in 
places and each book has a different story. 

The book is about… a girl vampire going to a campsite with her 
friends to a campsite owned by two unicorns.  She has 
adventures and meets lots of new characters whilst she is on a 
journey to break a curse as she has been shrunk to a tiny size!

What I enjoyed about the book was… even though I was scared 
of vampires, the book made me turn my fears around.  It is also 
based on a campsite and I like camping.

I didn’t enjoy… when they turned into mermaids, because I don’t 
like mermaids and I got a bit bored with the story.

The book is aimed at… girls aged 7 and over, as it is a chapter 
book and the main character is a girl.  

My favourite part is… when they meet the Bee King, because it 
was about a wedding to a slug and it was a really funny part of 
the story.



It’s A Lockdown 
Life for Us!











James
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Archie

2S

Making the most of the weather having lots of outside fun and even 
outside lessons

Keep smiling
Stay safe

Archie has been happy 
to do lots of cooking and 

eating at home.
He has made a lockdown 

time capsule and an 
after lockdown wish list 

jar.



Tobyn and his 
family built a tent 
in the house and 
slept in in for 2 
nights to 
experience a 
festival.

Tobyn and his sister learned 
how to make a stop motion 
film using blue screen 
backgrounds.

For this project, Tobyn
learned about water 
pressure by building a 
water rocket out of bottles, 
cardboard and a tennis 
ball. He then used a foot 
pump to launch the bottle 
into the air. He was 
surprised how high it flew.

Tobyn learned how 
to bake cherry pies 
from scratch.

For an RE lesson, as a 
family we wrote down 
our fears and then 
covered them with love.



As part of the festival 
experience, we had a BBQ 
and roasted marshmallows 
to make smores.

To celebrate VE day, we joined or 
neighbours for a socially distanced 
street party. Tobyn learned the 
importance of high tea.

Tobyn and his sister learned 
how to separate the washing 
and put it into the machine.

We made some glittery 
slime following a recipe.



Coming Soon
Edition 4  of 
Sunshine and 

Rainbows
By Year 1

Please email your completed articles to

clare.bolton@st-nicholas.staffs.sch.uk

By Friday 29th May 2020

Keep Smiling and Stay Safe


